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appended as the major portion of this final report.
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Abstract. The results of the nephelometer experiment conducted aboard the Probe of the
Galileo mission to Jupiter are presented. The tenuous clouds and sparse particulate matter
in the relatively particle-free 5-gm "hot spot" region of the Probe's descent were
documented from about 0.46 bars to about 12 bars. Three regions of apparent coherent
structure were noted, in addition to many indications of extremely small particle
concentrations along the descent path. From the first valid measurement at about 0.46 bars
down to about 0.55 bars a feeble decaying lower portion of a cloud, corresponding with the
predicted ammonia particle cloud, was encountered. A denser, but still very modest,
particle structure was present in the pressure regime extending from about 0.76 to a
distinctive base at 1.34 bars, and is compatible with the expected ammonium hydrosulfide
cloud. No massive water cloud was encountered, although below the second structure, a
small, vertically thin layer at about 1.65 bars may be detached from the cloud above, but
may also be water condensation, compatible with reported measurements of water
abundance from other Galileo Mission experiments. A third small signal region, extending
from about 1.9 to 4.5 bars, exhibited quite weak but still distinctive structure, and, although
the identification of the light scatterers in this region is uncertain, may also be a water cloud
perhaps associated with lateral atmospheric motion and/or reduced to a small mass density
by atmospheric subsidence or other explanations. Rough descriptions of the particle size
distributions and cloud properties in these regions have been derived, although they may be
imprecise because of the small signals and experimental difficulties. These descriptions
document the small number densities of particles, the moderate particle sizes, generally in
the slightly submicron to few micron range, and the resulting small optical depths, mass
densities due to particles, column particle number loading and column mass loading in the
atmosphere encountered by the Galileo Probe during its descent.
1.0 Introduction
One of the principal objectives of the Galileo Mission to Jupiter was to determine the
locations, horizontal and vertical extent, micro physical properties, and composition of the
clouds of Jupiter. A nephelometer instrument (NEP) measuring light scattering from the
ambient atmosphere at five scattering angles was included as part of the experiments
package on the Galileo Mission Probe that entered the Jovian atmosphere on December 7,
1995. The purpose of this experiment was to establish the vertical location and to attempt to
document the microphysical properties of the clouds along the Probe descent trajectory. It
was hoped that the data would yield values of parameters required for radiation modeling
studies, such as, for example, cloud particle size distributions, opacities, scattering and
extinction cross sections, local total mass densities, etc., and that finding the location of the
cloud physical boundaries would supplement other experimental data in helping to identify
the chemical composition of the particles of the clouds and atmospheric species abundances.
In addition, it was anticipated that the data obtained would fumish "ground truth" for the
remote sensing observations to be conducted by the Galileo Mission Orbiter experiments.
The Galileo Probe entered the atmosphere of Jupiter at a latitude of about +5.9", inside
and near the southern edge of a so-called 5-pm "hot spot" [Orton et al., 1996], a region
characterized by enhanced emission of 5 pm radiation emerging from deep in the
atmosphere, which implies a region of reduced radiation-absorbing atmospheric component
species and particle interaction. The first valid measurements obtained by the nephelometer
occurred about 17.1 seconds after the instrument was turned on following Probe
atmospheric entry. This time, about 3.5 seconds following parachute deployment and heat
shield separation, and about 1.7 seconds following the deployment of the nephelometer
mirror arm, corresponded to an ambient atmospheric pressure of 0.46 bars.
General descriptions of the Jovian clouds, based on assumptions of species abundances
in the Jovian atmosphere and equilibrium thermochemistry, have been attempted, for
example, by WeidenschiUing and Lewis [1973], Atreya and Romani [1985] and Atreya
[1986]. Data on the cloud properties of Jupiter have also been obtained from many earth-
based measurements (see the review by West et al., 1986), earth-orbiting telescopes
(Chanover et al., 1997), and from interplanetary flyby missions (e.g. Smith and Tomasko,
1984). Summaries of our state of knowledge and uncertainties about the clouds have been
published by a number of investigators such as West et al. [1986] and Carlson et al. [1988]
and interpretations of the results of cloud measurements by Bjoraker [1985], Carlson et al.
[1993], Del Genio et aI. [1990], Marten et al. [1981], Magalhaes et al. [1990] and
Gierasch et al. [1986].
Shortly after the Probe entry, supporting earth-based imaging reported that the Probe
had entered a 5-_tm "hot spot" [Orton et al., 1996]. These regions are characterized by the
emergence of thermal radiation from deep, warm levels of the atmosphere as a result of the
absence of the cloud cover existing elsewhere on the planet. There are few descriptions of
cloud structure specific to 5-1am hot spots in the literature prior to the Galileo mission.
Much of what is available was covered in the extensive review of Jupiter's cloud properties
by West et al. [1986]. Characterizations of 5-1am hot spots based on analysis of Jupiter's
thermal spectrum shows a minimum of cloud opacity near or above the 600-mbar level
where NH3 gas should condense, based on Jupiter's spectrum in the atmospheric windows
near 8.6 and 45 tam, where there is little sensitivity to particles deeper than the 1-bar level.
Marten et al. [1981], and Bgzard et al. [1983] argued that the low opacity of these spectral
regions in Voyager IRIS spectra, combined with the need for some opacity in the 5dam
region, required some cloud opacity near the 2-bar level but not at the NH3 cloud level.
Carlson et al. [1993] performed a detailed analysis of Voyager IRIS spectra in hot spots
(their "Category 8" spectra), also choosing very little optical thickness attributed to the NH3
cloud (x = 0.27 _+0.03). However, the Carlson, Lacis and Rossow [1993] model for a -2
bar cloud attributed to NH4SH, yielded optical depths which were also low (_ = 0.02,
+0.08, -0.02) and contained a deeper-level H20 cloud whose bottom was placed at 4.9 bars
andthat assumedmostof thecloudopacityof the region(x = 4.0+ 1.0). In addition, the
thermal infrared spectra also argue against small particles dominating Jupiter's NH3 cloud
opacity, because no resonant absorption features of NH3 ice are apparent in the Voyager
IRIS spectra although other explanations for this effect have been proposed [Clapp and
Miller, 1993]. A significant particle population with radii near 100 _tm is preferred by
Marten et al. [1981], and Orton et al. [1982], and near 3 - 100 _m by Carlson, Lacis and
Rossow [1993]. A comparison of 5- and 45-_m radiances by Gierasch, Conrath and
MagaIhaes [1986] is consistent with modulation by NH3 cloud particles in the 3-jam to 10-
1am range.
However, from pre-Galileo observations in the wavelength range below 1 _tm, a
different characterization emerges. Smith and Tomasko [1984] showed that regions free of
clouds down to the 2-bar level would produce observable polarization signatures in the
Pioneer Imaging Photopolarimeter (IPP) data, but no such signatures are seen at hot spot
latitudes. West, Kupferman and Hart [1985] compared opacities at 0.619 and 5 /am,
including considerations of the weak CH4 absorption. Both wavelengths are sensitive to
radiation emerging from below the 5-bar level in the absence of particulate scattering or
absorption. However, while 5-1am intensity increases dramatically over the two hot spots
they examined, there are no observable enhancements in the equivalent width of the 0.619-
_m CH4 band. They suggest that the optical depth of particles at or above the 2-bar level is
about 8 at 0.619 _tm and a factor of 5 smaller at 5 _tm, consistent with particles having an
effective radius of about 1 lam. The Pioneer IPP polarization data suggest that at least 25%
of the total cloud opacity is found between the ~600-mbar base of the NH3 cloud and the
300-mbar level. West, Kupferman and Hart [1985] showed that a cloud of 1-_m particles
in the NH3 condensation region can account for the limb darkening seen at 5 pam in Voyager
IRIS spectra, although the details of scattering by nonspherical NH3 ice crystals would
actually exert a strong influence on the limb darkening.
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and cloud models in the extant literature up to that time together into a single coherent
picture which would address spatial inhomogeneities, among which were 5-/am hot spots.
In their summary, a fairly ubiquitous haze layer lies at the top of the troposphere. The
particles in this layer have an effective radius of 1/am or less and a total optical thickness
between 3 and 5. The top of this layer is at the 200-mbar pressure level, and the bottom is
presumed to coincide with the -600-mbar base of a condensate cloud of NH3 ice. Because
NH3 ice is colorless, the ice particles must be mixed with an unknown constituent which
provides the visible color of the clouds. Together with this stable layer of particles, lies a
layer of 3 to 100-/am particles near the base of the NH3 ice cloud. These particles are
required to account for Jupiter's opacity at 45 /am and, we would add, at 8.57/am, two
windows longward of 5/am in Jupiter's spectrum. These particles are at least partially "
responsible for modulating Jupiter's 5-_tm radiance (Orton and Terrile, 1978; Gierasch,
Conrath and Magalhaes, 1986), and, from data available prior to this mission, they are
probably absent in the 5-/am hot spots.
West, Strobel and Tomasko [1986], felt that the bulk of evidence favored the existence
of an inhomogeneous cloud at the 2-bar level. It would best account for the 5-/am
spectrum, modulation of 5-/am radiances, and variations in the equivalent widths of CH4,
H20 and NH3 lines observed in reflected sunlight. From analysis of reflected sunlight, this
cloud layer was often modeled merely as a semi-infinite cloud top with only the single-
scattering albedo constrained by observations. Even with longer-wavelength observations,
constraints on the vertical location of such a cloud were weak and constraints on the particle
size nonexistent. Its composition was assumed to be solid NH4SH particles, mixed with
some chromophore constituent. This was based on thermochemical models (see, for
example, Weidenschilling and Lewis, 1973; Atreya and Romani, 1985; Lewis and Prinn,
1984) as well as the need for particles darker than NH4SH or H20. On the other hand, this
cloud might be a condensate of H20 if the oxygen abundance were 100 times less than
expectedfor a solar composition(Bjoraker, 1985). However, for a solar-like oxygen
abundance,H20 wouldcondensearound6 bars. Fewmodelsplaceobservableconstraints
onsuchacloudotherthanCarlson, Lacis and Rossow [1993], although their model differs
substantially from others by placing most of the 5-/am atmospheric opacity near the H20
cloud, as noted earlier. While including the possibility of such an H20 cloud, and
mentioning that there may be some evidence to doubt its existence, West, Strobel and
Tomasko [1986] note that such a cloud, as well as all other clouds, may be patchy, and may
not be appreciably present in the hot spot region. Thus, West, Strobel and Tomasko
[1986], interpreted the observable spatial modulations of radiance in 5-/am hot spots as
variations of the properties of a 2-bar level cloud, accompanied by variations of the large-
particle component of the NH3 condensate layer cloud. B_zard, Baluteau and Marten
[1983], in fact, interpreted the correlation of Voyager IRIS 5-_tm and 45-1am radiation as a
correlation of cloudiness at levels near 2 bars and in the NH3 ice cloud. This is quite
reasonable if vertical motions are correlated over the 600-mbar and the 2-bar levels.
More recently, another set of observations have been made of 5-/am hot spots from
earth-based facilities in support of the Galileo Probe mission. The best spatial resolution
from earth-based measurements has been from the Hubble Space Telescope Wide-Field /
Planetary Camera-2 (WF/PC2) instrument. Chanover, Kuehn and Beebe [submitted to
Icarus], and Chanover [1997] characterized properties of a 2-cloud model, constrained by
WF/PC2 images of the center-to-limb behavior of dark areas near 6.5" N latitude which
have been identified as regions of high 5-/am radiance (Orton et al., 1996). The
constraining data consisted of images taken on 1995 Feb 13 and 17, and on 1995 Oct 4,
using a "continuum" filter with an effective wavelength of _, = 0.9546/am (A_. = 0.0053
/am) and a CH4 absorption filter with _. = 0.8929/am (A_. = 0.0064 lam). They derived a
stratospheric haze layer with visible optical thickness of 0.34, under which lay an NH3
cloud deck whose top reaches ~200mbar and whose optical thickness at 0.8929 _tm reaches
values of 6 to 7.5. The single-scattering albedo of the NH3 cloud particles is about 0.95 in
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the range quoted by the West, Strobel and Tomasko [1986] summary, and no further
properties of the cloud or a deeper cloud were derived with this limited wavelength set.
Orton et al. [this issue], and Stewart and Orton [1997], analyzed a set of near-infrared
data from Jupiter's solar reflection spectrum and derived an NH3-1evel cloud near the 600-
to -350-mbar level. The optical thickness of this cloud is near 1.0 and only varies by about
20% between the "clear" hot spot and the adjacent "cloudy" Equatorial Zone (EZ) to the
south. This variation is anticorrelated with the physical thickness of the cloud: the topof the
cloud is near the 370-mbar level over hot spots and the 330-mbar level over the EZ. There
was found to be no substantial sensitivity to clouds deeper in the atmosphere.
Collard et al. [1997] used high spectral resolution observations of CH4 lines in 5-/am
hot spots in 1996 August and December to determine the depth at which the 5-/am spectral
lines of gaseous H20 were being formed. Most of the "continuum" opacity is formed by
the wings of gaseous H20 lines, but a total opacity of 3 - 4 is required for the combination
of NH3 and NI-_SH clouds to attenuate the signal to the appropriate levels.
The analyses of much of the Galileo remote sensing data on 5-_m hot spots (for
example, the high spatial resolution CCD images of a hot spot taken during the Europa-4
orbit in late December of 1996 by the Solid State Imager, SSI, experiment) are not mature
as of this writing. (The term Europa-4 refers to a particular orbit of the Galileo Orbiter
around Jupiter. This instance, for example, refers to orbit 4, in which the Orbiter was given
a gravitational assist by passing close to the moon Europa.) The closest SSI study is the
work of Banfield et al. [1997] on Ganymede-1 images around the Great Red Spot which
included a region of high 5-1am brightness. Their model, relying on variations observed
between 0.756 _tm, a spectral continuum and 0.727 lam, a moderate CH4 absorption band,
is consistent with a 30-mbar to 40-mbar haze with "c= 0.05 at 0.756/am, below which is a
450-mbar to 200-mbar cloud with a 0.756-/am "c =2.9. These do not appear to change
much laterally. Discrimination between various optically equivalent cloud models deeper in
theatmosphereis impossible,but theobservationsareconsistentwith a 2.5-barcloudwith
z ---0.5 and single-scattering albedo of 1.0 whose variations most likely control the visible
appearance of features in the atmosphere, Still deeper, some additional reflectivity is
required and was modelled as a semi-infinite cloud with single-scattering albedo of 0.96; it
is consistent with Rayleigh scattering.
Two other studies of similar regions have been completed recently using data obtained
by the Galileo Orbiter Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS). These used different
model approaches and hot spot targets. The extensive analysis of a "warm spot" on the
Ganymede-1 orbit encounter [Weir et al., 1996; Irwin et al., this issue] used a 3-cloud layer
scheme. The deepest cloud layer was set to be physically thin and optimally placed near the
1.3-bar level, starting from an a _ solution given by the ~l.5-bar cloud peak of our
preliminary nephelometer (NEP) results [Ragent et al., 1996]. The need to match NIMS
observations of the atmospheric reflectivity for wavelengths between 1.0 and 3.5/am and
thermal emission in the 5-/am region requires a small-particle uniform cloud at levels higher
than the 1-bar level with larger particles in the lower part of the same cloud or deeper in a 5-
bar H20 cloud. Choosing the former, they derive a uniform cloud layer of 0.45/am radius
NH4SH particles with an optical thickness of 0.8 at 1.5 tam together with NH4SH particles
of 1.0-1am radius or larger with an optical thickness of 1.0 at 1.5/am. The 5-/am optical
thicknesses of these two layers are 0.05 and 1.00, respectively. Higher in the atmosphere,
the NH3 cloud layer composed of 0.75-/am particles is optimally placed at 0.69 bars, with
an optical thickness of 1.3 at 1.5/am and 0.08 at 5/am. Finally an upper-level haze of 0.5-
/am "tholins" is required near 0.30 bars, with a 1.5-/am wavelength optical thickness of 0.8
and a 5-/am optical thickness of 0.03. Thus, the 5-/am opacity is contributed essentially
only by the 1.0-1am NH4SH particles. Noting that a large-particle component is necessary
to match the far-infrared thermal spectrum, they point out that 100-/am particles would have
negligible effect on the 5-/am spectrum. Thus, a large-particle component cannot contribute
significantly to the 5-/am variability in their model.
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Roos-Serote et al. [1997, this issue], studied NIMS spectra from four 5-_m hot spots
in the Ganymede-l, Europa-4, and Ganymede-7 orbital encounters, focusing on the 4.5- to
5.2-1am spectrum alone. For clouds, they derived only the total opacity above the 2-bar
level, but mapped it, as well as NH3 and H20 humidity, in the targeted regions. Their
models assumed only cloud opacity in the main cloud derived from our earlier results
[Ragent et al., 1996] and scaled its optical thickness in order to fit the observed spectral
radiance properly. To simplify their analysis, they only examined areas of the atmosphere
where the cloud opacity was likely to be low. Their retrieved cloud opacity reached a
minimum of 0.5 for the clearest region of the very bright Ganymede-1 "hotmap" area (the
brightest 5-1am hot spot observed), and it was correlated with low H20 humidity but mildly
anticorrelated with small changes of NH3 humidity across the hot spot. The minimum
opacity of this cloud layer in other hot spots does not vary very much from its value in the
Ganymede-1 "hotmap" region, but it is larger, 0.87, for the "warm spot" region studied by
Weir et al. [1997] and Irwin et al. [this issue].
Initial reports on the results of the Galileo Mission Probe experiments [see Science,
272, 837-860, 1996], as well as descriptions of the Probe instruments [see Space Science
Reviews, 60, 3-610, 1992], have been published. This article describes the measurements
and updates reports on the results of the Probe nephelometer experiment and initial attempts
to interpret the data in terms of atmospheric and cloud properties.
2.0 Instrument Characteristics
A discussion of the measurement principles, the mechanical, optical and electronics
design of the nephelometer instrument, tests, calibration and performance characteristics has
been published elsewhere [Ragent et al., 1992]. This section contains a short description of
the instrument design and of laboratory tests and calibrations as well as in-flight tests.
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The nephelometer instrument, tilted -3 degrees downward, toward the nose of the
Probe, was mounted on the instrument shelf of the Probe, projecting out through a closeout
seal. An arm that held at its end the forward scatter mirror assembly (folded until deployed
after atmospheric entry and aeroshell removal) extended the mirror assembly out about 23
centimeters from the Probe skin. The nephelometer recorded the light scattered from an
incident light beam at five angles (5.8 °, 16 °, 40 °, 70 °, and 178") from the forward direction
by particles in the atmosphere that flowed through sampling volumes in the near vicinity of
the descending Probe. (Contribution from light scattered by atmospheric gases, Rayleigh
scattering, was too small to produce any changes in the recorded signals.) The scattering
cross sections derived from these data were then compared for best fits with the calculated
scattering from model aerosols to attempt to obtain a plausible description of the particles
assumed to have scattered the light. The desired results included the parameters of the
particle size distribution and, if possible, indications of the particle indices of refraction,
including absorption, and whether the particles were liquid or solid.
The desire to obtain more frequent measurements during early descent when the descent
velocity was large led to a different nephelometer data format than that used by the Probe
data system [ see Ragent et al., 1992, for a fuller discussion]. Measurements were obtained
every three seconds for the first 10 measurements, every four seconds for the next 10
measurements, etc. until a time of 12 seconds for each of 10 measurements was reached.
After this the time per measurement was reduced to eight seconds for the rest of the Probe
descent. The data were recorded into the internal memory of the instrument as 10-bit
words, but these bits were furnished to the Probe data system in eight-bit sequences, as
required for the Probe data format.
In addition to the main scattering data for each angle, measurements of any optical
surface contamination and four values of the 16 ° channel electronics gains, each equally
spaced in time between reported scattering measurements, were recorded at least once
during each kilometer of descent. A number of "housekeeping" measurements, recorded
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lessfrequently,werealsoincluded. Theseincludedthemonitoring of threetemperatures
within the instrument,a referencevoltage,threelight sourceoutputs,angularalignmentof
theforwardscattermirror assembly,andsix electronicschannelsoffsets.
Theinstrumentchannelsensitivitieswerecalibratedusingthreeindependenttechniques.
Theseinvolved (a)scanningthroughthesensitivevolumefor eachscatteringanglewith a
well documentedscattering(or reflecting in the caseof the 178" channel) target and
integratingthe responsesover the scan[Pritchard and Elliott, 1960], (b) recording the
scattering channel responses in a "standard" aerosol" particle chamber that was documented
using other types of well calibrated instrumentation, and (c) attempting to obtain the
scattering channel responses due to Rayleigh scattering in a chamber containing a gas (freon
at high pressure). The results of these calibrations indicated that the most reliable and
accurate method was the scanning technique, yielding estimated accuracies of about five
percent.
In addition to the extensive room temperature calibrations, a large number of pre-launch
tests were performed on the instrument in order to characterize and understand its behavior.
Before installation of the instrument on the Probe, these included (a) both steady state and
transient temperature tests covering the pre-flight specified ranges of -20" to +50* C to
measure the effects of these temperature environments on baseline offsets, sensitivities of
each channel, actual light output and polarization characteristics of the light sources, light
source monitor outputs, and the alignment and contamination detector readings, (b) wind
tunnel tests and model calculations to establish the flow paths of particles around the Probe
as a function of Probe descent velocity and particle size and mass, (c) tests to pressures
ranging from 0 to about 6 bars to establish the sensitivity of the instrument to pressure, and
to check the integrity of the pressure seals of the instrument electronics unit, (d) ambient
light tests, (e) vibration and acceleration tests, and (f) actual tests in the earth's atmosphere
measuring particles in atmospheric conditions such as in fogs.
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A large number of tests of the instrument were conducted during the assembly of the
Probe and its integration with the Galileo Orbiter. Tests during Probe assembly measured
the health and status of the instrument (a) with all of the channels optics covered and its
deployable arm folded, or, (b) with the arm deployed, optics open, and a simplified
modification of the scanning calibration technique using a limited number of fixed target
positions.
Two test targets aligned with the nephelometer were mounted on the aeroshell assembly
that held the atmospheric entry heat shield enclosing the Probe. These targets provided
reference scatter signals to the nephelometer for checking its condition after launch, during
the interplanetary cruise phase and before the Jupiter atmospheric entry. Tests conducted
before launch, shortly after launch, and during the cruise phase, verified the health and
viability of the instrument to make measurements in Jupiter's atmosphere.
During the Probe descent in the Jovian atmosphere, the measured instrument
temperatures were found to exceed the originally expected and specified ranges and rates of
change. Recorded temperature values were in the range of about -50" to > 100" C and
changed at rates of up to 10 ° C per minute. Differences of up to more than 10 ° C at a given
time between the forward and backward scattering channel source regions were noted.
There were also indications of much more extreme temperature differences between these
regions and the region containing the alignment system source closer to the Probe wall,
implying strong temperature gradients. Accordingly, after encounter, temperature tests
covering much of this range, i.e. from about -60" to +60" C were performed on the flight
spare Engineering Unit (EU), to better characterize the data received from the flight
instrument. Although these tests were useful in establishing the response of the flight
instrument, the data from these tests had to be used cautiously since there were,
undoubtedly, differences between the flight unit and spare flight unit responses. In
addition, it proved to be difficult to simulate the descent conditions fully, including the rates
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of change and details of the variation of temperatures with time in different portions of the
instrument.
3.0 Data Processing
3.1 Discussion of Processing of Telemetry Data Records
The Probe experimental data relayed from the Probe to the Orbiter during Probe descent
were transmitted by the Orbiter to the Deep Space Network telemetry receiving stations, and
were processed and presented to the experimenters by the Galileo Probe Project Office.
These records consisted a data stream containing annotations, timing information and a
series of 8-bit words arranged according to the designed minor frame format of 64 eight-bit
words. Almost all of these data were received in a near-redundant form from the so-called
A and B strings of the Probe data system. Each Probe minor frame contained five eight-bit
words assigned to the nephelometer experiment. Because the nephelometer internal format
required 800 bits to record one complete cycle of 10 measurements during descent, 100
minor frame words from 20 Probe frames were required for each cycle of ten nephelometer
measurements. The complete data cycle for all of the measurements and ancillary data was
then reconstructed from the 100 eight-bit words.
The nephelometer data frame contained a synchronization word, housekeeping data
measurements, and 10 scattering data records, all included in the 800 bits. These data were
recorded in the form of compressed 10-bit words, each consisting of a sign bit, three bits
for the power of four exponent and six bits for the six most significant bits of the pertinent
record.
The experimental data records received from the Galileo Probe Project Office were first
processed by separating out the applicable nephelometer words, applying a reordering
program to each of the words received so as to reconstruct the 800-bit instrument data frame
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andeachof the 10-bitdatawords,andapplyinganappropriatedecompressionalgorithmto
obtainthevaluesof thedatain rawdatacounts.
Thebeginningtimeof eachnephelometerdataframeandthetimefor eachmeasurement
in thedataframewerereferredto thetime for thebeginningof theProbeminor framezero
(MFZ), nominally specifiedasthe start of descent.The ambientatmosphericpressure,
temperature,density,andProbealtitudewereobtainedby referenceto theresultsobtained
by theatmosphericstructureinstrument(ASI)experiment[Seiffet al., this issue], and each
measurement was then tabulated as a function of time of measurement, ambient pressure,
temperature, density and altitude.
3.2 Estimate of Measurement Accuracy
Errors introduced by the telemetry link and telemetry data processing are caused by
modifications of, the addition to, or loss of bits from the data stream. In this experiment,
there were substantial redundancies of data transmission, both from the redundancy in the
design of the Probe data system and multiply repeated transmissions of the recorded data
stream from the relay system aboard the Orbiter. Thus, it is believed that the telemetry
errors were essentially eliminated and that the data received by the experimenters was very
closely, if not exactly, the same as the data delivered by the instrument to the Probe data
transmission system.
Granulation uncertainties are introduced by the digitizing and data compression schemes
used in this experiment. For example, for signals in the range from 0 to 64 units, data were
reported in intervals of 1 unit, whereas from from >64 to 256 the interval increased to 4
units, from >256 to 1024 to 16 units, and so forth. Thus a reading of 300 units would be
recorded as 288 with an uncertainty of + 16 units. Since signals lay between a reported level
and its additional least significant value, these non-statistical uncertainties were always
positive, and varied from about + 1.6% to +6.25% of its value depending on the magnitude
of the signal.
Attemptsweremadein the laboratoryto documenthenoiseineachsignalchannelasa
functionof instrumenttemperature.Typical resultsindicatedthat in the leastsensitive5.8"
channelthenoisefrequencydistributionhada full width at half maximumof a few counts
whereasfor themostsensitivechannel,the 178"channel,thefull width at half maximum
wasabout10to 20countsatroomtemperature.
As discussedbelow,thebehaviorof thebaselineoffsetswith temperaturein theflight
dataappearedto differ markedlyfrom thebehaviorof theseoffsetsin pre-flight tests. As a
result, an alternateempirical techniquefor applying offset correctionswas used. It is
believedthat, usingthe assumptionsandrecordedquantitiesdiscussedbelow, the major
uncertaintyin the baselinemagnitudesarisesfrom thegranulation error of therecorded
quantities. The processingused,thesubtractionof the baselinereadingfor the minimum
signal level (ostensiblyat the baseof a cloud structure)at a specifiedmeasuredpressure
from the recordedsignalsin its vicinity, andthe subseqentuseof thesequantities,have
uncertaintiesdeterminedfrom calculatingthe error propagation. The uncertainty in the
baselinedrift itself is thereforenotconsideredin thiscalculationof theuncertaintiesin the
measurements.
Samplingstatisticalerrorscanbeestimatedfor agivendensityof particles,n, from the
expression for the probability, P(N), of having N particles in sampling volume V at any
instant. The expression for P(N) is given by,
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P(N) = (n v)N(N! )- 1exp(-n V) (i)
For this distribution, the average value is nV and the standard deviation is (nV)1/2, so that
the percent standard deviation from the average is 100 (nV) -1/2. In our case, the smallest
sampling volume was >575 cm 3 for the 70" channel, corresponding to 4096 independent
volume samples in the most sensitive range, so that the sampling standard deviations varied
from less than 13% at n = 105 m -3 to less than 1.3% at n = 107 m -3.
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Estimatesof the the accuracyof the measurements(exclusiveof particle sampling
statistics)included(a)considerationsof telemetryerrors,(b)granulationuncertaintiesdueto
digitizing and data compressionschemesused here, (c) noise in each channel, (d)
calibration uncertainties,and (e) baselinedrifts. Factors(c), (d) and (e) must include
correctionsfor instrumentemperatureandotherenvironmentalfactors.
Thepercentuncertaintyis equalto:
(100/signal){ [(telemetryuncertainty)2 + (granulationuncertainty)2 + (noiseuncertainty)2 +
(baseline drift uncertainty)2]1/2÷ (calibrationuncertainty)}
The full scalerangesfor the5.8"channelextendedfrom 4.9 x 10-5 m-1 sr-1 for the most
sensitiverangeto 3.11x 10-3 m-1sr-1for the leastsensitiverange, and, correspondingly,
for the 178"channel, from 5.73 x 10 -7 m -1 sr -1 to 3.66 x 10 -5 m -1 sr -1. For these
channels the percent uncertainties in the most sensitive ranges, exclusive of the calibration
uncertainty (estimated to be about 5%), amounted to about 8% and 16% of the full scale
ranges, respectively. For larger signals in signal ranges successive to the most sensitive
range, each with a full scale value equal to four times larger than the next smaller full scale
value, the non-calibration uncertainties decreased with increasing full scale values to a final
minimum of 1.6% of full scale in all channels.
3.3 Presentation of Processed Raw Data
The decompressed raw data counts for the instrument status, i. e. housekeeping, data,
are plotted as a function of ambient pressure in Figures 1, 2, and 3. Figure 1 is a plot of the
internal instrument temperatures near the forward scatter laser injection diode (LID) light
source, near the backward scatter LID light source, and inside the pressure tight electronics
container, as well as a plot of the measured ambient atmospheric temperature (Seiff, private
communication). Figure 2 shows plots of the readings of monitors of the light output of the
forward scatter, backward scatter, and the contamination (and alignment) light sources.
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Figure3 displaysthedatarecordedfor theopticalsurfacescontaminationdetectorandthe
outputs from the four quadrantsof thealignmentdetectors.The contaminationmonitor
outputis thesumof theoutputsof thefourquadrantdetectorsusedasatime-shareddetector
with the lessfrequentlytakenalignmentmeasurements.Thegainof the 16"scatterchannel,
monitored four times during the period of each measurementof this channel, is not
presentedherebecausethe scattersignalmagnitudeswere low during the entire descent
periodandthevalueof thegainremainedconstantatits highestvalue.
The directly processedrecordsof the raw outputs from the five angular scattering
channelsduring the Probedescentareplotted in Figure 4. Expandedversionsof these
recordsarealsoshownin Figures5a,5b,5cand5d.
3.4 Reduction of Raw Data to Physical Quantities
The raw data counts recorded in the scatter channel data were to be reduced to scattering
cross sections, F(O) = No(d,F-/dl2)O m-lsr -1, where NO is the density of particles and dZ
is the differential scattering cross section for scattering from the incident beam into solid
angle element d£2 = sinO dO dO at scattering angle 0. This was to be accomplished by
subtracting the appropriate channel baseline offset counts, as determined in the preflight
calibration tests for the measured instrument temperature, from the raw data counts of each
channel, and then applying the calibration coefficient for each channel, in units of m-lsr -
1count-l, for that temperature. Unfortunately, it proved to be very difficult to make
accurate straightforward corrections to each channel's baseline offsets because of the severe
temperatures, rapid temperature excursions, and temperature gradients experienced by the
instrument during descent, outside of the pre-flight calibration ranges. For the very small
signals often measured, the extrapolated baseline corrections appeared to be much larger
than the signals themselves. In addition, the behavior of the baseline offsets with
temperature for the flight data appeared to be different from the behavior of these offsets
with temperature evidenced in the preflight tests. The reasons for these differences are not
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completelyunderstoodatpresent,butmightbeattributableto the largetemperature gradients
and the rapid rates of temperature change.
As a result, a different approach to reducing the raw data to physical quantities was
used. This technique assumed that in regions exhibiting appreciable scattering signals, the
minimum values of data at the base of such regions, as noted by simultaneous minima in at
least three of the scattering channels, indicated a lower boundary to scattering structures,
structures which were presumably composed of particles in the atmosphere. The value of
this minimum reading in each channel was taken to be that for a clear atmosphere, free of
particles, and to be the applicable offset for the region near the boundary. It was assumed
that this offset was essentially constant for measurements taken near this boundary, and that
signals greater than the offsets in these lower boundary regions were due to the particulate
scattering medium. Temperature compensated calibration coefficients, derived from pre-
flight flight unit calibrations, were extended using the results of post-flight spare flight unit
laboratory tests. They were then applied to these baseline "corrected" data in the applicable
altitude regions. It is recognized that this process may ignore the contribution from
extended scattering structures of appreciable thickness that vary slowly with altitude and
may even underlie the more sharply varying less extended structures, and that using the
fixed offsets in_oduces errors into the offsets for reduced data measurements made at some
distance from the assumed minimum. It appears, at least for the most pertinent signal
regions considered here, that this method yielded reasonable estimates of the amounts of
scattering attributable to these structures.
Curves of derived cross sections for scattering at the five scattering angles as a function
of pressure are shown in Figures 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d. Also shown in Figures 6b, 6c and 6d
are estimates of the errors associated with these derived cross sections including digitization
uncertainties, estimates of noise in each channel (derived from preflight and cruise phase
tests) and propagated errors associated with the manipulations of the data. Systematic
errors due, for example, to uncertainties in calibration, have not been indicated here.
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As an exampleof the closecorrelation of signals in the signal channels,Figure 6b
showsthe crosssectiondata from the 5.8", 16",40", and 178"channelsfor the ambient
atmosphericpressureregionof about0.9 to 1.4bars,superposedonto the samescaleof
ordinatesby multiplying the datafrom eachchannelby anappropriateconstantfactor,as
indicated.
The generalsimilarity in the shapesof thesesignalslends someconfidencein the
constancyof theassignedoffsetfor eachchannelovermuchof thisrangeof measurements.
4.0 Data Reduction and Discussion
4.1 Housekeeping Data and Implications
a) Temperature Sensors
The temperature profiles measured by the sensors mounted near the forward and
backward sources indicate that the internal Probe temperature and the instrument
temperature were very strongly influenced by the external atmospheric temperature. The
first temperatures recorded by the instrument sensors, approximately 1 ° C, were at a time
prior to Probe separation from the aeroshell, and were about as expected from the aeroshell
environment, including its heaters. Subsequent temperature behavior indicated a very
strong coupling of the insta'ument temperatures to the external atmospheric temperature and
also indicated that the Probe housing was providing much less thermal isolation than had
been expected. Figure 1 shows plots of instrument temperatures and atmospheric
temperature as a function of time from minor frame zero (MFZ) (t = 0 at p - 0.41bar), and
shows that the instrument temperatures, lagging by about 25", followed the rising
atmospheric temperature up to over 100" C fairly faithfully after cooling down to about -50"
C for about the first 700 seconds. Other Probe instruments and the shelf on which the
instruments were mounted also exhibited similar temperature-time excursions.
b) Source Monitors
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Theoutputsfrom themonitorsof theoutputsof theforwardandbackwardscatter(LID)
sources,Figure 2, showedvariationsthat reflectedthe measuredtemperaturesof these
sources.The high temperaturesproducedreductionsin sourceoutput from about50" C
onwardto catastophicdecreaseswhenthesourcesreachedtemperaturesof about60" to 70°
C, at ambient atmosphericpressuresof about 12 to 13bars. The beginning of these
decreasesthusmarkedtheterminationof anyusefulmeasurementsby theinstrumentat an
atmosphericpressureof somewherebetweenabout10to 13bars.
The sourcemonitor of the contaminationand alignment measurementsourcealso
documentedthebehaviorof this lightemittingdiode(LED)asa functionof temperature(see
Figure3). This sourceandits monitorwereat locationsmuchcloserto theProbeskin than
theothersourcemonitorsandtemperaturesensors,andshoweda sharpincreasein output,
up to saturationof themonitor beforethefirst 100secondsof descent.Basedonpreflight
testdataandtheresultsof post-flight low temperaturetestson thespareflight instrument,
webelievethatthismonitorbehaviorindicatedthattheregionof the instrumentcontaining
this source,andthat, incidentally, containedthe instrument'sbackwardscatterchannel
detectors,wasvery cold. In fact, it wasprobablymuchcolderthanindicatedby thescatter
channelsourcestemperaturemonitorsthat weremountedinboard,much farther from the
Probeskin. This contaminationchannelsourcemonitorremainedsaturateduntil after 900
secondsof descentafter which its readingsdecreased.It continuedto indicatevery high
sourceoutputs,until thereadingsdecreasedto morenominalvaluesandleveledoff at times
of ~1000to ~1500secondsafter MFZ (-4.1 to -6.8 bars). They remainednominal until
final decreaseaftertimesof ~2300seconds(~12bars).
c) ContaminationandAlignmentChannelRecords
The contaminationchannelrecordedthereadingsof thesumof the outputsof thefour
quadrants of the alignment detector to light pulses generatedparticularly for this
measurementby theLED source.The collimatedsourcebeamwasdirectedout throughthe
outboardsideof thebackscatterchannelassembly,reflectedfrom aflat mirror mountedon
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thedeployedmirror assemblyonto the quadrantdetectormountedinside the backscatter
channelunit. Readingsdeviatingfromnominal,andunusualvariationsof thesereadingsin
timewere,presumably,to arisefromchangesin theopticalpathfollowedbythelight beam,
indicatingthattheopticalsurfacesof themirror or windowshadbecomecoatedby deposits
of condensatesfrom the atmosphere,even though during descentthesesurfaceswere
electricallyheatedin anattemptto preventsuchdepositions.Thereadingsof this monitor
(seeFigure3) seemedto indicateappreciabledepositionduring the early descentperiod,
coveringthe period from about30 (-0.49 bars)to about350 (~1.42bars) secondsafter
whichthesedepositsappearedto evaporatefor thenext700(-4.4 bars)seconds,leadingto
a 'clear'systemuntil themonitorstoppedfunctioningafterabout2300(N12bars)seconds.
However, subsequentpost-flight laboratory testsof the spareflight unit demonstrated
conclusivelythattheobservedbehaviorof thecontaminationmonitorchannelwastheresult
of theresponseof thequadrantdetectorsystemto theunusuallyhighoutputsfrom theLED
light sourcecausedbyits extremelylow temperaturesatthis time. Thisamountof light led
to partial long-time-constantsaturationandbiasingof thequadrantdetectors,reducingthe
apparentoutput of thesedetectorsto the subsequentlight pulses,and simulating the
appearanceof contamination.At this timeweconcludethatthereis noconclusiveevidence
thatanycontaminationof theopticalsurfacestookplaceatanytimeduringdescent.
The behavior of the alignment monitors (Figure 3), also indicated the variations
describedabove. Again, and with the possibleexceptionof a small difference in the
behaviorof oneof thesefour detectorsat 1500to 2300seconds(-6.8 to >12 bars),there
wasno indicationof any changein the effectivescatteranglescausedby arm motion or
mechanicaldistortions.
4.2 Description of Scatter Channel Signals in Various Altitude Regimes
a) Pressure region of 0.46 to 0.59 bars (altitudes of 17.3 to 12.4 kilometers above the one
bar atmospheric pressure level, measurement numbers 6 to 20) (See Figure 6a).
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The first valid nephelometereadingsoccurredat deploymentat an ambientpressure
level of about0.46bars(altitude-17.3 kilometersabovethealtitudeat which theambient
pressureisonebar). As theProbedescended,themagnitudesof thesignalsdecreasedfrom
thosemeasuredat0.46barsto aminimumvalueat apressurelevel of about0.52bars,and
thenthesignalsexhibitedseveralpeaks,correlatedin all of the instrumentchannels,down
to a pressureof about 0.58 bars. Equilibrium thermodynamic calculations, using
atmosphericconcentrationsof NH3 vaporequalto "solar"concentration,hadpreviously
predictedthepresenceof acloudof ammoniaparticlesabovea cloudbaseat approximately
0.6 bars [Weidenschilling and Lewis, 1973; Atreya and Romani, 1985; Atreya, 1986].
Other experiments aboard the Pi'obe [Sromovsky et al., this issue; Seiff et al., this issue]
have also indicated the presence of a cloud at and above these pressure levels. Using
equilibrium cloud simulation Atreya et al., 1997, have calculated the presence of an
ammonia-ice cloud based at 0.5 bars assuming an NH3 concentration of 2.2 x 10 -6 by
volume (0.01 solar). Best fits to the data obtained by the Probe Net Flux Radiometer
(NFR), also indicate a derived NH3 abundance of the order of a percent of solar at
pressures of 0.5 bars [Sromovsky et al., this issue]. This value is also in accord with
analyses performed on Earth-based and Galileo Orbiter NIMS observations of hot spots at
Galileo Probe entry site latitudes [Stewart et al., this issue; Roos-Serote et al., this issue;
Irwin et al., this issue]. The nephelometer signals at these altitudes indicate a decreasing
particle concentration with pressure, with some evidence of vertical inhomogeneities in
structure near its base. Such behavior for cloud bases is not uncommon for Earth clouds,
as usually associated with local atmospheric dynamics as well as microphysical cloud
considerations of condensation, coagulation and/or coalescence, and precipitation. Such
considerations also affect actual observed cloud mass concentrations which are sometimes at
least an order of magnitude smaller than predicted from equilibrium calculations. Although
our experiment does not show a sharp lower boundary for such an NH3 cloud at these
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altitudes,wehaveinterpretedthemeasurementsin thisregionto indicateparticlesbelonging
to the lowerportionsof thepredictedNH3 cloud.
b) Pressureregionof 0.60to 0.75bars(altitudesof 11.9to 7.0kilometersabovetheone
barpressurelevel, measurementnumbers21 to 32).
Although somevery small correlativesignalsamongseveralchannels,that may be
associatedwith the overheadNH3 cloud, havebeenfound in this pressurerange,the
atmosphereappearedto beclearof anynotableamountof particulatematter.
c) Pressureregionof 0.76to 1.34bars(altitudesof 6.5aboveto 7.8 kilometersbelow the
onebarpressurelevel,measurementnumbers33to 60). (SeeFigure6b.)
Thefirst portionof thisregionstartingat about0.76bars(6.5kilometersabovetheone
barpressurelevel,measurementnumber33)showsanincreasingconcentrationof particles,
thebeginningof a buildupthatreacheseveralmoreprominentstructuredlayersof particles
startingat a pressurelevelof about 1.00bars (0.1kilometersbelow the onebarpressure
level, measurementnumber46). This buildup appearsto be the top part of a region in
which theequilibriumthermochemicalcalculationsmentionedabove[Weidenschillingand
Lewis, 1973; Atreya and Romani, 1985; Atreya 1986] have predicted the existence of a
cloud of particles comprised of a compound of NH3 and H2S, the so-called ammonium
hydrosulfide (NH4SH) cloud. The major portion of the structured layers in this structure
lies below this buildup, and consists of two main overlapping layers, the first extending
from about 1.00 to 1.14 bars (0.1 to 3.4 kilometers below the one bar pressure level,
measurement numbers 46 to 52) and the second, denser, sharply-terminating layer from
1.14 to 1.34 bars (3.4 to 7.8 kilometers below the one bar pressure level, measurement
numbers 52 to 60). Atreya et al., 1997, have calculated that an NH4SH cloud, based at
1.34 bars in the Jovian atmosphere, can be identified with an assumed mixing ratio for H2S
of 1.8 x 10 -7 (~6 x 10 -3 solar). This H2S concentration is in fair accord with the upper
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limit mixing ratio of H2S of 10-6 reportedby the Galileo Probe Mass Spectrometer
(GPMS)experiment[Niemannet al., this issue] for pressures less than 3.8 bars, and the
upper limit of 3.3 x 10 -8 at pressures of less than 0.8 bars reported from Earth-based
observations [Larson et aI., 1984]. The GPMS results also indicate dramatically rising
mixing ratios for H2S as a function of increasing pressure.
Only upper limiting determinations for NH3 concentrations of 7 and 10 times solar at
pressures of 11.7 and 20.2 bars are now available from the GPMS results [Niemann et at.,
this issue]. Folkner andWoo [this issue] have reported that analyses of the radio signal
directly received on Earth from the Probe as it descended in the Jovian atmosphere have also
yielded a measure of the NH3 concentration as a function of pressure. Their analyses show
an increase in NH3 concentration with depth for pressures greater than about 4 bars, and
have yielded values of NH3 abundance somewhat smaller than, but within an order of
magnitude of solar abundance at pressures less than about 2 bars. This lower pressure
value must be considered with caution since their results at low pressures are the most noisy
and unreliable of their measurements. For the pressure range of about 0.7 to 1.5 bars, and
using the values of de Pater and Mitchell [1993] for pressures of ___4bars the Probe NFR
results (Sromovsky et al., this issue] are fit with abundance values of several percent of
solar up to about 10 percent of solar, of the same order as the radio signal measurement
results of Folkner and Woo [Folkner and Woo, this issue]. The Probe appears to have
entered a "dry" atmosphere that may have been experiencing some lateral mixing with
depth, a proposal that would also explain the increasing concentrations of NH3 and H2S
(and H20) with depth.
The calculated cloud mass concentrations obtained from the equilibrium thermochemical
model calculations mentioned above, although probably considerably larger than those
derived from the nephelometer experiment data (see Tables I, II and III), are not
unreasonable, considering the simplified model used for the calculations that, for example,
ignores atmospheric motions and cloud microphysical processes.
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d) Pressureregionof 1.37to 1.72bars(altitudesof 8.4to 15.0kilometersbelow the one
barpressurelevel,measurementnumbers61 to 72). (SeeFigure6b.)
Severalvery tenuousandspatiallythin layersof particlesareapparentat pressurelevels
of 1.40and 1.52bars (altitudesof 9.0 and 11.4kilometers below the one bar pressure
level,measurementnumbers62 and66),anda densersharplayer is evidentat a pressure
of 1.65bars(13.8kilometersbelow theonebarpressurelevel, measurementnumber70).
Thecompositionof theselayersisnotat all clearat present.It is possiblethatthesewispy
layersmaybeassociatedwith themoresubstantial,but still modest,cloud directly above,
whoseparticles'compositionwastentativelyassociatedwith NH3 andH2S compounds,
andaresimplydetachedlayers,asfrequentlyoccursfor Earthclouds. Alternatively, it is
possible,assuminga very small local vapor pressureof H20, that theselayers may be
evidenceof thepresenceof averyfeeblewater-ice"cloud". For thesharplayerat 1.65bars
Atreya et al.. [1997], using equilibrium thermochemistry, have calculated the possibility of
such a composition, assuming an H20 mixing ratio of 10 -4 solar. Again, this composition
is consistent with the low limits on the concentrations of H20 at these pressures inferred
from the analyses of data from other Galileo Probe and Orbiter experiments [Niemann et al.,
this issue; Roos-Serote et al., 1997]. The largest density of material condensed in these
layers, as estimated from the nephelometer results, is small (Ragent, unpublished), even
smaller than the low values that would be predicted from equilibrium calculations. While
not ruling out the possibility of H20 condensates at these pressures, and because of the
proximity of these layers to the structure above, we are slightly inclined at present to favor
associating the composition of these layers with that of the particulate structure overhead.
e) Pressure region of 1.76 to 4.9 bars (altitudes of 15.6 to 52.2 kilometers below the one
bar pressure level, measurement numbers 73 to 150). (See Figure 6c.)
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The upper portion of this region, say from 1.8 to about 2.5 bars, appears to be the
beginning of the buildup of a structure that is composed, in general, of a series of very
tenuous overlapping layers that join together to form a feeble but relatively extensive
continuous structure extending to, perhaps, as low as or lower than 4.5 bars. However, in
this region temperatures well below our design specifications were experienced by our
instrument, and the magnitudes and variation with time of baseline drifts and channel
sensitivity variations are uncertain. We have attempted to use the extensive post encounter
laboratory tests of our spare flight instrument better to define the performance of the flight
instrument using extrapolations and insights gained from these tests, but many uncertainties
remain. The existence of particle structures of some significance in this region is certain, as
evidenced by the sharp, simultaneous variations in the readings obtained in the 5.8 °, 16 °,
and 178" channels at pressures of 2.1bars, and of the 5.8"; 16", 40" and 178" channels at
3.5 bars (see Figures 6c and 6d). Although the exact baseline variation is difficult to
establish, the sharp variations in these channels, especially the correlation of the 5.8", 16"
and 40" channel behavior with that of the 178" channel is compelling, since these two sets
of data come from essentially two separate instruments, and the common digital electronics
used by these two sets of channels never experienced the extreme conditions as the sensor
heads. In addition, the relative magnitudes of these changes in the various channels are in
accord with those that would be expected from particle scatterers with reasonable optical
properties.
The sharp variation at the 3.5 bar level makes it tempting to assume that this indicates
the base of a layer of a cloud structure, and that subsequent small signals detected at even
greater pressures are due to particulate matter associated with but detached from this
structure. Although the magnitudes of the signal variations, especially in the 5.8", 16", and
178" channels, were above any instrumental, digitization, or sampling errors, the signals are
in general small, and the overall magnitudes of the effects of this tenuous "cloud" may well
be minor. An estimate of the typical extent of this layer is that it extends from roughly 2.4
"' _!_._" :_:i"_ i';!_ '_:": '_ !_i_ "¸_ ': '_
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down to about 3.6 bars (26.2 to 39.8 kilometers below the one bar pressure level,
measurement numbers from 90 to 117), or to a bit higher pressure.
Equilibrium calculations of the abundance of H20 required for the formation of an
H20-ice cloud in this region, based at 3.6 bars, give values of the order of a tenth of the
solar abundance value [Ragent, 1997 unpublished; Atreya, personal communication], far
outside the values reported by measurements from other Probe and Orbiter experiments [- 5
x 10 -4 solar for p < 3.8 bars from the Probe GPMS results (Niemann et al., this issue) and
about 10-4 to 10 -2 solar for p = 4 bars in different portions of the hot spot (and less for p <
4 bars) derived from modeling of the Orbiter NIMS results (Roos-Serote et al., this issue)].
However, modeling calculations to fit the Probe Net Flux Radiometer (NFR) measurements
yield values of H20 abundance of about 0.1 solar [Sromovsky et al., this issue] at a
pressure of 3.6 bars, using an NH3 profile (based on the measurements of de Pater and
Mithchell [1993]), which proves to be similar to that of Folkner and Woo [this issue] in the
pressure range of 2.2 to 4 bars. It should be noted, that thermochemical equilibrium
calculations predict several orders of magnitude more condensed H20 than is consistent
with the optical scattering measured by the nephelometer.
At present we are uncertain of the chemical or physical nature of the species giving rise
to the signals observed in this region. Several possibilities have been suggested, but, as
yet, none can be completely verified from existing measurements. One possibility is that
this structure really is a tenuous water-ice haze. Various explanations for the reduction in
the amount of particulate matter in a water cloud from that predicted from thermochemical
equilibrium at this altitude have been proposed. For example, Engel et al. [personal
communication], have developed a 1-dimensional model that includes considerations of
microphysical processes and precipitation. Assuming that a water cloud had formed at these
altitudes at any time (a somewhat unlikely event considering the low measured H20
concentrations and the uncertainty of the existence of a cloud base) they have calculated that,
"a subsidence velocity of 1 m/sec reduces the cloud mass by about 2 orders of magnitude,
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and places the cloud peak at an altitude of 220 K (-2.4 bars) instead of 270 K (-4.7 bars).
A 1.5 rn/sec subsidence reduces the cloud density by almost 4 orders of magnitude and a
subsidence velocity of 2m/sec makes the cloud disappear."
Another suggestion is that perhaps we are sampling material which is being transported
laterally from much wetter conditions outside the downwelling region. Observations made
by the Galileo Probe Mass Spectrometer [Niemann et al., this issue] show an increase of the
abundances of H20 and H2S with depth, and interpretation of the larger than expected
Probe signal attenuation as an increase of the NH3 gas abundance with depth [Folkner and
Woo, this issue] is consistent with this process [see also Atreya et al., 1997). In fact, it is
expected that lateral motions will eventually become as strong as the downwelling motion
assumed to be characteristic of the hot spot. This possibility might even be enhanced by the
location of the Probe entry site near the southern perimeter of the hot spot [Orton et al., this
issue], as the Orbiter NIMS experiment has detected clear evidence of large variations of
H20 vapor going from the center toward the periphery of 5/am hot spots [Roos-Serote et
al., this issue]. Further explanations for the local atmospheric dynamics and variations of
the concentrations of condensibles measured by the Galileo Probe instruments at its entry
site, and Galileo Orbiter and Voyager measurements in hot spot environments are now
appearing, as, for example, have been proposed by Showman snd Ingersoll [1997;
submitted to Icarus], and by Baker and Schubert [1997].
An unusual suggestion [0. B. Toon, personal communication] involves the possible
condensation of water in a very clean atmospheric situation almost totally free of cloud
condensation nuclei that could produce heterogeneous nucleation. If the vapor pressure in
such a region is low enough so that homogeneous nucleation is rare, then the few such
events that occur can result in the rapid growth of particles so large that they produce only
very small signals in experiments designed to detect normal particulate scattering. Such
explanations have been proposed to explain effects in the Earth's atmosphere, the so-called
"rain in a cloud-free atmosphere" [Ackerman, Toon and Hobbs 1993].
Finally, the scattering in this region observed in this experiment may be due to an, as
yet, unspecified species.
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f) Pressure region greater than 4.9 bars (altitudes of more than 52.2 kilometers below the
one bar pressure level, measurement numbers greater than 150). (See Figure 4.)
Although a number of significant correlations among several channels for very small
signals were observed, no significant particulate structure extending over any appreciable
altitude range was evident at pressures greater than 4.9 bars down to pressures of at least
about 10 bars to the instrument failure at about 12 bars.
4.3 Data Reduction. Determination of Particle Characteristics and Cloud
Properties
Introduction. The nephelometer uses measurements of the angular distribution of
scattered light to characterize particles. There are limitations inherent in attempting to use
nephelometer data to infer particle characteristics and cloud properties. The maximum
particle size that can be characterized by such an instrument is limited by the angular width
to the first particle diffraction pattern minimum and the smallest angles sampled by the
instrument, and in our case amounts to a particle size of about 10 ktm. Particle size
distributions containing appreciable numbers of larger particles can produce data that may
only lead to particle size descriptions as "large".
Factors such as sphericity, non-sphericity, inhomogeneity, appreciable voids (fluffy
particles), inclusions, coatings, mixtures of allotropes, appreciable absorptivity, etc.,
influence the scattering behavior of particles. The differences in scattering behavior among
such particles may cause difficulties in attempting to characterize the particles using
scattering measurements made at only a few angles. However, calculations and some
measurements of the scattering from such particles, discussed below, have shown that, for
a given refractive index and similar nominally sized distributions, the scattering from
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nonsphericalparticles,averagedover orientation,doesnot differ radically from that of
sphericalparticlesin theforwarddirectionout to scatteringanglesof about40". Generally,
at intermediateand larger angles(-70" to 150") non-sphericalparticle phasefunctions
averagedover orientationdo not show the detailedstructureassociatedwith the phase
functionsfor sphericalparticles,andoftentendto deviatefrom thosefor sphericalparticles.
Scatteringat very large(-178") anglesalsoshowsdifferent,usuallylower,valuesfor non-
sphericalparticles(see,for example,Pollack and Cuzzi, 1980; Zerull and Giese, 1974;
Zerull, et al., 1993; Schuerman, 1980, Schuerman et al., 1981; Mischenko and Travis,
1994; Mischenko et al., 1997; West, Tomasko and Doose, 1994; West et al., 1997). In
addition, absorption in the scattering particle may tend to modify the scattering phase
function from that for the same particle without absorption to a greater or smaller degree,
but generally in a similar manner.
Mie theory is used extensively for calculations for the scattering from spherical and near-.
spherical particles, spheroids and cylinders; however, for non-spherical and aggregate
particles, several popular numerical algorithms are the discrete dipole approximation (DDA),
which is limited by practical considerations to particles with equivalent radii of the order or
smaller than the incident light wavelength, [Purcell and Pennypacker, 1973; Draine, 1988;
Goodman, Draine and Flatau, 1990; Draine and Flatau, 1994], and T-matrix techniques
[Mischenko, 1993; Mischenko and Travis, 1994; Mischenko et al., 1997]. Using the DDA
method Xing and Hanner [1996] and Yanamandra-Fisher and Hanner [1997] have done
detailed studies of the effects of shape parameters on optical scattering, as applied to comet
dust. A similar study for a "variety of particle shapes and sizes up to equivalent-volume
size parameter X = 2rtr/_, = 8, etc.", and a log-normal size distribution were performed by
West, Tomasko and Doose [1994]. West et al. [1997] have also performed laboratory
measurements of scattering phase functions and polarizations for mineral dusts for particles
with equivalent-sphere radii from a few tenths to about 10 _m. They find that the
experimental results compare favorably with scattering phase functions calculated for
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spheroids with a distribution of axial ratios, sizes, random orientation and appropriate
indices of refraction.
Using the DDA approach we have also run a suite of cases including five regular shapes
(sphere, cylinder, ellipse, hexagon and tetrahedron) using two different size parameters and
several values of the imaginary refractive index. Results of one such set of calculations is
shown in Figure 7. As in some of the publications mentioned above we find that shape
effects are negligible when the particle dimensions are smaller than the wavelength. For
larger particles there are essentially small differences among the phase functions for the five
regular shapes in the forward scattering direction; however, the enhancement in backscatter,
although almost always smaller than for a spherical particle, is greater for equidimensional
particles such as sphere and tetrahedron and lower for elongated particles such as the
ellipse, cylinder and hexagon. In contrast, when the particle size is increased to be
comparable to, or larger than, the wavelength of light, the phase functions of the various
shaped particles exhibit more differences in structure. In the forward scatter direction,
particularly from 0 to 70 degrees, the phase functions of all shapes behaved similarly,
elongated particles demonstrating slightly sharper forward diffraction peaks. However, at
intermediate scattering angles (70 to 150 degrees) and in the backscatter direction, there are
distinct structural differences in the phase functions and the behavior of the non-spherical
particles backscatter was varied. The backscatter enhancement decreased for elongated
particles and was greater for equidimensional particles such as sphere and tetrahedron..As
the particle size became much larger or if an aggregate composed of these particles with an
effective size parameter greater than the wavelength of light was used, we find that the
behavior of the scattering from the particle is similar to that of a equivalent volume sphere of
similar size parameter (see also Yanamandra-Fisher and Harmer, 1997; Xing and Harmer,
1996).
We also studied the influence of the imaginary refractive index on the phase function.
For example, we considered the case of a particle with a real component of refractive index
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of 1.75 and varied the imaginary component from 0 - 0.1. (Although the refractive index of
NH4SH is not well constrained, the real part of its index of refraction is believed to be
about 1.75 at 0.9 _m. See, for example, the discussions of Bragin, Diem and Guthals
[1977], Ferraro, Sill and Fink [1980], and the citations in Carlson, Lacis and Rossow
[1992].) We find that the phase function does not change very much with the introduction
of a modest amount of an imaginary component of the refractive index (over the range of
imaginary component of the index of refraction studied) and for the particle size range we
used, but, as expected, variation of the real component of the refractive index does affect the
phase function.
All of the cases we studied were confined to the study of homogenous particles. For
heterogeneous particles the effective refractive index can be simulated by Bruggeman's or
Maxwell-Gamett mixing rules for mixed media [see, for example, Bohren and Huffrnan,
1983]. The study of heterogeneous and porous particles by Yanamandra-Fisher and
Hanner [1997] indicates that the backscatter enhancement can be reduced or even completely
suppressed both by a small fraction of contaminants and also by voids equivalent to about
25 % of the entire volume of the particle. G_ese et al. [1978] found a slight enhancement in
backscattering to be typical for rough or fluffy absorbing particles, with a range of size
parameters (see Eq. 2) equal to 20 to 30.
Although attempts can be made to take the differences in scattering phase
functions, discussed above, into consideration, with data from only a small number of
sampled angles, the sensitivity of the inversion processes to indices of refraction, particle
size distribution parameters, and to differences from particle sphericity, homogeneity,
voids, etc. may not be great. Within these and the other severe limitations imposed on
instruments for typical exploratory space missions the NEP instrument is, however, suited
to providing general characterizations of particle properties.
Using the data measured by our nephelometer instrument we have attempted to define
the particle characteristics and cloud properties in the regions traversed by the Probe during
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its descent. However, in addition to the described limitations, a number of difficulties have
been encountered in these attempts. First, much of the data obtained consisted of very small
signals, often within the range of instrumental errors, digitization uncertainties or
instrumental noise, so that measurements at the five angles were sometimes hard to compare
accurately with each other. Secondly, long after the Galileo Mission launch it was
discovered that aerodynamic effects that reordered the particle density, especially in regions
near the mirror assembly, might be present during Probe descent, severely affecting the
signals measured by the nephelometer. Although considerable effort was made during the
instrument design phase to look into aerodynamic effects that might affect the flow _ of
particles in the sampling volumes, the detailed interaction between the small mirror
assembly and the atmosphere was not considered. It was thought that the effects of this
cause of particle flow interference would be negligible. However, post flight consideration
has shown that these effects may have been especially severe in the 40" and 70" channels,
appreciably affecting the signal in the 40" channel, and, perhaps, often reducing the signal
in the 70" channel to below the channel sensitivity limits. As noted above, calculations are
in progress to estimate the effects of such aerodynamic processes and to attempt to correct
the measured data.
Another factor that seriously affected our attempts to interpret the data involved the
severe environment experienced by the instrument during descent, including extreme
temperatures, rapidly changing temperatures and spatial temperature gradients, all far
outside the original instrument specifications. These temperature effects produced
uncertainties in the sensitivity corrections and baseline offset corrections to be applied to the
data in the temperature regimes outside of our pre-flight calibrations. Following encounter,
extensive laboratory tests, attempting to simulate the temperatures and rates of temperature
changes encountered during descent, were performed using the spare flight Engineering
Unit (EU) nephelometer instrument. The data from these tests were compared with
extrapolated pre-flight calibration data for the flight instrument and the Jupiter descent raw
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datawerecorrectedusingboththeextrapolatedpre-flightcalibrationsandthepost-encounter
spareunit calibrationsto establishlimits for thecorrectionsto beapplied. It provedto be
difficult to effectivelysimulatethebaselinevariationsobservedin theflight data,andasa
result,we adoptedthe procedureof normalizing the datato minimum values,discussed
above,to analyzetheparticlecharacteristicsin eachof thesignalproducingregions.
Finally, the actualparticlespresentin the regionsin which we obtainedsignals,as
mentionedabove,maywell beenergy-absorbingor non-sphericalor non-homogeneousor
all of theseat once(for example,composedof severalallotropes,or "fluffy", with voids,or
coated,or containingimpurities,etc.). Theassumptionof sphericalhomogeneousparticles
for ourmodelcalculations may introduce appreciable discrepancies in attempting to describe
these particles.
Inversion of Data to Obtain Particle and Cloud Characteristics. The differential
cross sections derived from simultaneous measurements in each of the five scattering
channels were compared for best fit with the results obtained from Mie scattering
calculations for assumed model particle size distributions. The particles were assumed to be
spherical and homogeneous and calculated Mie phase functions were compared with the
experimentally measured cross sections to obtain the best fit for the model parameters (mean
particle size, rm, size distribution width, tr, and complex index of refraction, mr - imi ).
Because of some of the difficulties cited above, it proved to be possible only to set limits on
the values of the parameters, sometimes wide ones. Details of the techniques used in
establishing these values are given in the following sections. Work in progress, attempting
to obtain applicable particle spatial distributions in the sampling volumes of the
nephelometer as a function of descent velocity, ambient atmospheric properties and particle
size, and derived corrections to the data in, especially, the 40" and 70" channels, will enable
us to improve the values of these parameters.
Rapid Analytical Technique. A rapid method for attempting to derive the parameters
characterizing the particles and cloud properties was employed in the initial data analyses.
Scattering cross sections derived from the observed data were compared with those derived
from model calculations as follows:
For the sake of simplicity, the initial analyses of the nephelometer results were carried out
using a log-normal distribution of homogeneous spherical particles and Mie theory, which
completely characterizes the scattering of light by spheres of a given complex refractive
index and size parameter XMi e, where
XMie=2rcr/A (2)
r is the particle radius and A is the wavelength of the incoming light (0.904/.tm for the
Probe nephelometer). For size parameters greater than 2-3, the mean particle size can be
determined with considerable accuracy from the width of the diffraction peak.
The particle size distribution function for the model calculations was taken to be a log
normal distribution characterized by parameters NO, rm, and o', and defined by the
expression
-0.5 (ln(Hr_,) 2 ]n("'rm'tY) = C ex_ _ ln(ty) ) (3)
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N OC - (4)
N(2--_ ln(ty)
= _n(r,r ,or)dr
NO ")0 m
(5)
where,
n(r, rm, ty) is the number of particles per unit volume with a radius between r and
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and,
r+dr,
N O is the total number of particles per unit volume,
r is a mean radius such that half the particles are at r less than rm,
m
ty is a width parameter
Angular scattering cross sections for light of wavelength 0.904 ILtm incident on this
distribution were calculated for assumed values of the parameters, NO, rm, and ty, assumed
values for the index of refraction of the particles, m = mr-imi, and a Mie scattering
calculation program [e.g. see Bohren and Huffman, 1983]. The near-Gaussian-shaped
angular acceptance function of each of the four forward scatter channels and the measured
response of the nephelometer's backscatter channel were also included in these calculations.
The five measured cross section values, F(5.8"), F(16"), F(40"), F(70"), and F(180"),
made at scattering angles of 5.8 r, 16 °, 40 °, 70 °, and 178" are reduced to four ratios
F(16")/F(5.8°), F(40")/F(5.8"), F(70")/F(5.8"), and F(178")/F(5.8°), for use in
comparisons with model calculations to determine the particle size parameters and value of
the index of refraction that give the best fit to values for these channel ratios as calculated for •
a model with these parameters. The selected "best fit" size distribution model is then used
with the original five measurements to obtain the total scattering per unit distance, the
particle number density and total mass of particles per unit volume.
Sets of nomograms were used as helpful graphical devices for comparing model results
and measurements. Conceptually, for a fixed value of mr, mi, and or, we prepared a
contour map of the scattering ratio F(0)/F(5.8°), laid out on a mesh with the scattering angle
ratio as abscissa and the value of rm as ordinate, typically ranging over a value of 0.1 to 50
tam in 12 logarithmic steps. Actually, only values for the cross section ratios at the
measured angles were calculated, and plotted in the form of a nomogram. A set of such
nomograms covering a range of the values of mr, mi, and cr were prepared. An example of
such a nomogram is shown in Figure 8.
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The four crosssectionratioscorrespondingto measureddataobtainedat afixed time
andatmosphericpressurecanbelocatedon thenomograms,andin the idealcasethebestfit
nomogramwould showthefour measurementsona horizontalline. The elevationof the
line would indicatetherm and the assumed parameters of the nomogram would indicate mr,
mi and or. In an actual case a horizontal line is chosen which is the closest to the four points
in the sense of a least square fit, and the nomogram is chosen which has the best fit. A
computer program can locate the line giving the best fit, but, because the values of cross
section ratios along the column for a single angle ratio are at least bivalued in the parametric
ranges considered, exhibiting minima and maxima, human intervention may be required to
delineate the range of the search. As noted above, an additional problem has been that the
measured cross section ratios for F(40")/F(5.8") and F(70")/F(5.8") have seemed to fall
below the expected minima in many cases.
The nomogram method has been used in conjunction with a more methodical computer
search in furthering our understanding of the measurements.
More Complete Analyses. For a single particle size and unpolarized light, the Mie
scattering phase function as a function of scattering angle P(O), the scattering efficiency qs'
and the extinction efficiency qe depend on three parameters: XMi e and the real and
imaginary parts of the refractive index m r and m i [e.g. see Bohren and Huffman, 1983]. If
the wavelength of the incident light is known, as it is in this case, the scattering properties
of an ensemble of spherical particles having a log-normal size distribution are given by the
complex refractive index m r - i m i, the mean particle radius rm, the width of the size
distribution or, and the particle number density N 0. The scattering coefficent flscat is a
function of NO,, and the cross-section weighted value of qs:
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_sca t = zr( r2 q s) N 0 (6)
f °°qs(r)n (r,r m,cr) r 2dr
0
(r2qs) = (7)
f °°n (r ,r m ,ff ) dr
"0
where n(r,r m ,or) is the log-normal size distribution function defined by Equations 3, 4 and
5.
The differential scattering cross section (the quantity measured by the nephelometer) is
d,F, P( O)flscat (8)
(N_d_)O - 4to
given by
Fits to the observations were found by minimizing _2, the sum of the squared
differences of NodF-/d£2 in all five of the nephelometer channels, with each term in the sum
weighted according to the estimated observational error in the corresponding channel.
5
_2=Z((NodZ'/d_)°bs-(Nod_/d_)Miel_ _obs (9)
where Eob s is the estimated error in each channel.
The dependence of P(0) on the Mie scattering parameters XMie, mr, and m i is non-
linear, including both quasi-sinusoidal periodicities and sharp resonance spikes. The use of
a size distribution with non-zero width smooths out the largest excursions. However, using
a standard least squares fitting algorithm involving some form of Newton's method to
4O
obtain a Mie scattering fit to observed values of NodX/dl-2 often produces results that are
difficult to apply without considerable confusion and critical evaluation. Also, the time
required to calculate a Mie scattering phase function increases linearly with XMie, and
becomes non-trivial for XMi e > 20.
For these reasons, the Mie scattering fits to the nephelometer data were carded out by
first constructing three-dimensional grids containing the Mie scattering values of the phase
function in each channel at regular intervals in three of the free parameters in the set r m, tr,
mr, and m i. For each point in the grids, P(O) was calculated and convolved with the
angular response function of the nephelometer to produce (NodY-./dI2)lflsca t for each of the
five instrument channels. Since Nod,Y/dO has a simple linear dependence on flscat' the
optimum value of flscat could be quickly calculated for any location in the grid and any
observed Nod,F_,/dI2, so there was no need to include flscat in the grid itself.
Two such grids were constructed, one in which n i was held constant at zero, and one in
which cr was held constant at 1.5. Although grids could have been constructed using all
four parameters at once, practical considerations of file size and search time, including error
estimation, mitigated against their preparation.
There is little a priori evidence that the Jovian cloud particles involved in these
measurements are absorbing, since the major condensible constituents of Jupiter's
atmosphere all have, or are expected to have, very low absorption coefficients at 0.9/.tm.
(See, for example, the optical constants for NH3 ice given by Martonchik, Orton and
Appleby [1984], for H20 ice by Downing and Williams [1975]. For NH4SH ice, although
the optical constants are not well constrained, the discussions of Bragin; Diem and Guthals
[1977], Ferraro, Si11 and Fink [1980], and the citations in Carlson, Lacis and Rossow
[1992] are useful.) This was the rationale for the first grid. Values of Nod,Y/dO were
calculated for or= (1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8), m r = (1.20, 1.22, 1.24, ... 1.70), and 80 values of
rm distributed at equal intervals of logr m between XMi e = 3.0 and XMi e = 1000, which
means that each successive value of rm is about 1.075 times the previous value. Fits to the
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Nephelometerobservationsweredoneby first performingabrute-forcesearchof theentire
grid, calculatingateachpointthevalueof _scat which would minimize _2. The 50 grid
pointswith the lowest_2 wererecorded,andfor eachof thesethebestfit in the immediate
vicinity wassoughtby interpolationon thegrid. For the mostprominentcloud seen,at a
pressurenear 1.3bar, the bestfits found for this grid werefor particlesof 2-5 pm radius
and low n r, but, as mentioned above, even the best fits failed to reproduce the exceedingly
low signals observed in the 40 ° and 70 ° scattering channels.
As expected [Ragent et al., 1992), the results obtained for non-absorbing particles
showed that o" is quite ill-defined by the nephelometer data. Also, in many cases the
optimum value of m r was found to be 1.2, the lower bound of the first grid. So another
grid was constructed in which cr was held constant at a value of 1.5, and m i was varied
instead. Nod_Jdl2 was calculated for values of m i = (0., 10 -4, 2× 10 -4, 4× 10 -4,
8× 10 -4, ..., 0.1024). The range ofm r values was also changed to m r = (1.1, 1.15, 1.2,
...1.8). Search and interpolation in this grid revealed two discrete solution regions for the
cloud at 1.3 bars: 1) m r in the range 1.7-1.8 (consistent with the little that is known about
the optical properties of ammonium hydrosulfide, the most likely condensate at this pressure
level), r m near 1/.tm, and m i near 0.05 (which requires some component with a substantial
amount of absorption), and 2) non-absorbing, 7-8 pm particles with mr< 1.2 (which would
require some very unusual composition if the cloud particles are homogenous, but might be
mimicked by non-spherical "fluffy" particles containing many internal voids). Both these
solution regions succeed in reducing the predicted signal in the 40" and 70" channels, while
maintaining the observed relationships among the signals in the other three channels.
If the signals in the 40" and 70"channels are assigned zero weight, as might be
appropriate if unknown portions of the cloud particles were being systematically swept clear
of the sampling volumes in these two channels, then the remaining observations are not
enough to unambiguously determine the Mie scattering parameters. Finite volumes in the 3-
dimensional grids can fit the data in the remaining three channels perfectly. For a point at
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1.24bars(measurementnumber56) in the"NH4SH" cloud,therearetwo suchvolumesin
thenon-absorbingparticlegrid (recalculatedwitha lowerboundfor m r at 1.1): one centered
on a line running from (r m, m r, or, flscat ) = (0.8pm, 1.45, 1.8, 3.2× 10 -4 m- 1), Case B1
in Tables Ia, IIa and IIIa, to (1.1pm, 1.44, 1.3, 3.5x 10-4 m-1), Case B2, and the other
centered on a line running from (r m, m r, or, flscat) = (2.3/.tm, 1.32, 1.8, 3.8x 10 -4 m- 1),
Case B3, to (5.1/.tm, 1.15, 1.2, 3.8x10 -4 m-I), Case B4. Clouds detected at other
points on the probe descent tend to give similar results. Solution sets for three cloud levels
for are shown in Table Ia. Cases A1, A2, A3, and A4 at 0.46 bars and Cases C1, C2, C3,
and C4 at 3.51 bars are defined as the limits for the lines in the grid on which volumes of
points fitting the data are centered, analogous to Cases B1, B2, B3, and B4 at 1.24
bars,the limiting cases described above. The pressures of 0.46, 1.24, and 3.51 bars,
correspond to altitudes of 17.0, -5.6, and -39.0 kilometers above the one bar level, or
measurement numbers 7, 56, and 115. In Table IIa are listed the derived particle number
densities and their total mass per unit volume at these pressures (assuming the cloud
particles have the same bulk density as liquid water). Table Ilia lists optical depths,
columnar particle number loading, and columnar particle mass loading in the three major
cloud structures discussed above, for the particle characteristics at the pressure levels in
each structure, as given in Tables Ia and IIa. These Table Ilia quantities were derived by
using the ratio of the average 5.8" channel cross section measured in each structure to that of
the 5.8" cross section measured at the particular pressure level in that structure listed in
Table Ia, to determine the average value for each of the results listed in Tables Ia and Ila,
and then multiplying by the altitude extent of the structure. This procedure assumes that the
particle properties are uniform throughout the cloud structure considered, as is fairly well
justified by the constant ratio among the readings in the various channels over the extent of
each region considered, as shown, for example in Figure 6b. Also included in Tables Ib,
IIb and IIIb are the special solutions discussed above, labeled Ba and Bb, solutions that
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utilized the data from all five channelsand thegrid with cr fixed at 1.50, and including
absorption through the use of the imaginary part of the index of refraction, mi.
Very similar ranges of solutions are found if the 70" channel is given zero weight and
the observed signal in the 40" channel is increased by a factor of 2 for the cases at pressure
levels of 1.24 and 3.51 bars (measurement numbers 56 and 115), and to a factor of 5 for
cases at a pressure level 0.46 bars (measurement number 7) in attempting to simulate the
corrections to the data in this channel that may be obtained from the aerodynamic
calculations now in progress.
Because of the uncertainties introduced by the factors mentioned above it was only
possible to give rough values or ranges for estimates of particle sizes in Tables I, II and III.
We wish to emphasize that the values quoted may contain large uncertainties whose
magnitudes are difficult to estimate, and that they should only be used as an indication of the
probable particle and cloud characteristics. As a guide to appreciating the difficulties
involved in characterizing these sparse particles, we note, by analogy with terrestrial
examples, that typical "visibilities" in some of these "thin fog-like" structures at _. = 0.904
lam may be as large as 10 to 100 kilometers (visibility = 3.9/flscat ' see Hinds, 1982).
In summary, the results from Table III indicate that the total amount of particulate
matter directly encountered by the Probe from deployment at about 0.46 bars down to
below 10 bars was small. Although it has proved to be difficult to firmly definitize the
particle characteristics, the results do tend to bound these characteristics to the ranges shown
in Tables I, II and III. Mean particle radii appear to be limited to somewhat less than one to
about 5 l.tm, although particles of radius equal to a few Ixm often give the best matches.
Real indices of refraction are found to lie in the range of about 1.3 to 1.6, assuming that the
particles are not highly absorbing, or highly non-spherical, or "fluffy" particles with large
voids. NH3 and H20 particles are covered by this range, whereas NH4SH particles are
not. If we allow some absorption at our wavelength, 0.904 ktm, then the derived values for
mr in the 1.3 bar structure also include values between 1.7 and 1.8, appropriate for
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NH4SH. In general,no largeparticlesgreaterthanabout5_m in radius matched our data,
except for the possibility of somewhat larger particles of very low indices of refraction, for
example particles containing large void portions. Optical depths in the cloud structures
labeled A and C are of the order of 0.1, and between 1 and 2 in the cloud structure B. The
peak condensed mass of particles per unit volume was in the range of 1 to 30x10 -8 kg-m -3
in A, about 1 to 4x10 -8 kg-m -3 in C, and about 2 to 12x10 -7 kg-m -3 in cloud B.
In cloud structure C, the suspected "reduced water" cloud, the optical thickness of about
0.1 and the peak density of condensed particles of about 1 to 4x 10 -8 kg-m -3 are comparable
with the values calculated by Engel et al. [personal communication] for the case of assumed
water abundance of 0.2 solar and a subsidence velocity of about 1.5 m-sec- 1. It should be
noted, however, that the values quoted by Engel et al. [personal communication] change
very rapidly with subsidence velocity so that almost any reasonable set of experimental
values within, say an order of magnitude of those determined in this experiment, can be
matched with a small change in subsidence velocity.
5.0 Discussion and Conclusions
Valid nephelometer data were obtained during descent of the Probe in the Jovian
atmosphere from deployment at pressures of about 0.46 bars down to pressures somewhat
greater than 12 bars, where the instrument ceased to yield reliable measurements. Evidence
for at least some extremely small amount of particulate matter in the atmosphere in the
vicinity of the Probe was present during much of this portion of the descent trajectory. It
should be emphasized that the nephelometer measured scattering from volumes in the near
vicinity of the Probe so that local inhomogeneities in the concentration of particles, for
example, as "holes" or denser regions in the general particle density configuration, could
yield data unrepresentative of the average conditions in a larger sample of the atmosphere.
In addition, the magnitudes of even the largest signals obtained during descent were small,
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implying that the densest particle concentrations encountered were small, that is, that the
atmosphere along the descent trajectory was relatively free of particles and accordingly, that
the concentration of condensible species was low. However, some of these low number
density particle-beating regions that exhibited identifiable vertical structures had appreciable
vertical extents, for example from five to 10 kilometers, so that quantities such as opacities
might still be modestly appreciable.
The small signals, and the inferred small quantities of particulate matter present in this
5/am "hot spot" portion of the Jovian atmosphere are in accord with the results from several
of the other Probe experiments [Niemann et al., this issue; Sromovsky et al., this issue;
Seiff et al., this issue], as well as from the conclusions that may be drawn from
measurements of other 5-1am hot spots by the Galileo Orbiter NIMS, [R. Carlson et al.,
1996; Roos-Serote et al., this issue], and from Earth-based [Orton et al., 1996; Orton et al.,
this issue] and Hubble telescope observations [Chanover, 1997; Chanover et al.,
submitted]. In addition, the general description of the particulates that we inferred from our
measurements is in good semi-quantitative agreement with the summary description
presented by West, Strobel and Tomasko [1986] for the clouds in a 5-1am hotspot.
After passing through the tenuous lower portion of a particle structure assumed to be an
ammonia cloud, and encountering a very modest cloud structure based at 1.34 bars, and a
very feeble structural feature in the 2 to 4.5 bar region, the Galileo Mission Probe
descended in the Jovian atmosphere to depths corresponding to pressures greater than 10
bars without encountering any further appreciable particulate matter. Notwithstanding the
very small concentrations of particulate matter observed, the locations of the apparent
coherent structures composed of these sparse particles generally appear to validate the
presence of condensates in regions roughly in accord with those expected from
thermochemical equilibrium considerations using species compositions similar to those
predicted to be present from comparisons with the solar composition. The concentrations of
these species, in accord with the nephelometer and other Galileo Probe experimental
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measurementsand inferences from Galileo Orbiter experiments and earth-based
measurementsdealingwith 5IXhotspots,areverysmall. Thetentativelyassignedspecies,
and structuresassociatedwith the small concentrationsof particlescomposedof these
species,includeammoniaandanammoniacloud,andanammoniaplus hydrogensulfide
species,e.g.ammoniumhydrosulfide,cloud. Surprisingly,it hasprovedto bedifficult to
positively identify thepresenceof waterandanassociatedwatercloud. This speciesmay
be, and, probably, is present,but the concentrationof particles composedof water is
apparentlysosmallthatits presencein condensedform wasnotunambiguouslyidentified.
A smallextendedminorconcentrationof particlesoccurredat depthscenteredat about3.5
barsin a regionthatwouldbesuggestiveof condensedwaterexceptthatthe low apparent
amountof condensation,as indicatedby the sizeof thesignalsmeasured,andlow vapor
pressuresmeasuredby other experimentsat thesealtitudes make sucha conclusion
uncertainat this time. Thecompositionof thecondensedspeciesin this regionis, thusat
present,not positively established,althoughH20 is favored. Theoreticalsuggestions,
involving, for example,moderatesubsidence,lateralatmosphericmixing motion or other
explanations,are now appearing,attemptingto explain the apparentreducedspecies
concentrationweobserved.However,objectionsto suggestedmechanismsfor producing
downdraftsin hotspotshavebeenraised(see,e.g.,Seiffet al., this issue), and none of the
current dynamic models for hotspots is yet mature enough to explain the observational data
obtained. In any event, no massive cloud structure composed of particles of water or any
other species was observed in the region sampled during Probe descent.
Mean particle radius sizes appear to be in the slightly sub-micron to few micron
range in the clouds encountered during descent, and, in accord with the measured low
particle concentrations and small local volume scattering cross sections, the clouds are
characterized by low to modest optical depths and very low mass loadings.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
. Temperatures recorded by the forward scatter source and backward scatter channel
source temperature sensors, and the electronics unit internal temperature, all as a
function of atmospheric pressure during the Probe descent. The ambient atmospheric
temperature is also plotted. Note that starting at about 6 bars, the source temperatures,
displaced by about 20" C, follow the ambient atmospheric temperature.
2. Forward scatter source, backward scatter source and contamination (alignment) source
monitor readings versus atmospheric pressure during Probe descent.
3. Contamination and alignment channel readings versus pressure during Probe descent.
4. Plots of recorded raw scatter channel readings as a function of ambient atmospheric
pressure during the Probe descent.
. Expanded plots of recorded raw scatter channel readings as a function of ambient
atmospheric pressure during the Probe descent. (a) Pressure range of 0.42 to 0.58
bars. (b) Pressure range from 0.7 to 1.8 bars. (c) Pressure range from 1.0 to 1.9 bars.
(d) Pressure range from 1.9 to 4.5 bars.
. Plots of channel cross sections, F(O) = No(d,S,/d.Q)o m-lsr -1, versus ambient
atmospheric pressure, where NO is the density of particles and dX is the differential
scattering cross section for scattering from the incident beam into solid angle element d_2
at scattering angle 0. Error bars (see text) for every other data point are included in
Figures 6b and 6c. (a) Pressure range of 0.42 to 0.58 bars. All cross sections
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normalized to zero at p = 0.510 bars. Multiplication factors of 1.00, 3.93, 63.17,
58.72, and 27.08 used for 5.8", 16", 40 °, 70 ° and 178 ° channel cross sections,
respectively. (b) Pressure range from 0.7 to 1.8 bars. All cross sections normalized to
zero at p = 1.345 bars. Multiplication factors of 1.00, 6.11, 95.0, and 82.5 used for
5.8 °, 16 °, 40", and 178" channel cross sections, respectively. (c and d) Pressure range
from 1.9 to 4.5 bars. All cross sections normalized to zero at p = 3.603 bars.
Multiplication factors of 1.00, 7.67, and 30.4 used for 5.8 °, 16 °, and 178" channel
cross sections, respectively.
. Scattering phase functions versus scatter angle for a sphere, brick, tetrahedron, cylinder
and hexagonal prism. Index of refraction, n = 1.75, wavelength, _. = 0.904 _tm, and
effective size parameter, x = 2m'/_, = 2.7, where r is the spherical equivalent volume
radius. Brick edges are in the ratio 3: 2: 1, the tetrahedron has four equilateral triangle
faces, the cylinder height: radius is -3: 1, and the hexagonal prism has edges with the
ratio of -3: I (the 3 edge is parallel to the six-fold symmetry axis and the 1 edge is
perpendicular to it and equal to one halfof the distance between vertices of the hexagon).
o Example of a nomogram showing the values of the ratio F(O)/F(5. 8) at the other four
scattering channel angles of 0 = 16", 40", 70" and 178" for values of rm varying from
0.1/am to 100 _tm. For this nomogram calculations of F( O)/F( 5.8) were performed for
spherical particles, a log-normal particle size distribution, and values of m = mr - mi =
1.45 and cy = 1.50. A collection of spherical particles distributed in size in a log-normal
distribution with values of m and (_ used for this nomogram will produce scattering data
that will lie on a horizontal line corresponding to a value for rm. An incident light
wavelength of 0.904 pm was used for these calculations.
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TableIa. SolutionSetsfor NephelometerDataat aGivenPressureUsingDatafrom 5.8*, 16",and
178"Channels,_,= 0.904_tmandmi = 0. (Seetext.)
Case Press,bars rm, pm mr cr flscat, m-1 = flext, m -1
A1 to A2 0.46 0.5 to 0.9 1.53 to 1.49 1.8 to 1.3
A3 to A4 0.46 4.3 to 5.1 1.38 to 1.38 1.8 to 1.4
(2.9 to 2.9)x10 -5
(4.5 to 4.5)x10 -5
B1 to B2 1.24 0.8 to 1.1 1.45 to 1.44 1.8 to 1.3
B3 to B4 1.24 2.3 to 5.1 1.32 to 1.15 1.8 to 1.2
(3.2 to 3.5)x10 -4
(3.8 to 3.8)x10 -4
C1 to C2 3.51 1.0 to 1.4 1.54 to 1.49 1.8 to 1.2
C3 to C4 3.51 2.0 to 3.7 1.49 to 1.56 1.8 to 1.2
(9.9 to 9.0)xlO -6
(1.2 to 1.4)xlO -5
•Table Ib. Solution Sets for Nephelometer Data at a Given Pressure Using Data from All Five
Channels and _, = 0.904 lam. (See text.)
Case Press, bars rm, pm mr mi cr flext, m-1
Ba 1.22 7.9 1.12 0.00 1.50 3.6 xl0 -4
Bb 1.22 0.81 1.76 0.051 1.50 2.4 xl0 -4
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TableIIa.NumberandMassDensitiesfromResultsin TableIa
(AssumedParticleBulk Density = 103kg-m-3).
Case Press,bars rm, pm cr <r3>, (pro 3) N, m -3 p, kg-m -3
A1 to A2
A3 to A4
0.46 0.5 to 0.9 1.8 to 1.3 0.49 to 1.00 (7.5 to 3.8)×10 ÷6 (1.5 to 1.6)x10 -8
0.46 4.3 to 5.1 1.8 to 1.4 360 to 220. (1.9 to2.0)xl0 +5 (2.9 to 1.8)x10 -7
BltoB2 1.24 0.8 to 1.1 1.8 to 1.3 2.2 to 1.8
B3 to B4 1.24 2.3 to 5.1 1.8 to 1.2 57 to 150
(3.4 to 3.3)x10 ÷7 (3.1 to 2.5)×10 -7
(5.2 to 1.9) x10 ÷6 (1.2 to 1.2)x10 -6
C1 to C2 3.5I 1.0 to 1.4 1.8 to 1.2 4.3 to 3.0
C3 to C4 3.51 2.0 to 3.7 1.8 to 1.2 38 to 57
(7.0 to 5.4)×10 +5 (1.2 to .68)x10 -8
(2.2 to 1.4)x10 ÷5 (3.5 to 3.3)x10 -8
Table IIb. Number and Mass Densities from Results in Table Ib
(Assumed Particle Bulk Density = 103 kg-m-3).
Case Press, bars rm, llm cr <r3>, (lira 3) IV, m -3 p, kg-m -3
Ba 1.22 7.9 1.50 1030.3 6.3 xl0 ÷5 2.7 xl0 -6
Bb 1.22 0.81 1.50 1.12 3.4 xl0 ÷7 1.6 xl0 -7
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TableIIIa. OpticalDepths,ColumnParticleNumberLoadingandColumnParticleMassLoading
in JupiterCloudsEncounteredby theGalileoMissionProbe
(fromTablesIa andIIa).
Case Pressure Optical ParticleNo.
Range,bars Depth @ Loading,m-2
_,= 0.904ktm
ParticleMass
Loading,kg-m-2
A1 to A2 0.46-0.53 0.06to 0.06
A3 to A4 0.46-0.53 0.09to 0.09
(1.48to .752)x1010
(3.76to 3.96)x108
(2.97to 3.17)x10-5
(5.74 to 3.56)x10-4
B1 to B2 1.00-1.34 1.5to 1.6
B3 to B4 1.00-1.34 1.8to 1.8
(1.58to 1.53)x1011
(2.41to .880)x1010
(1.44to 1.16)x10-3
(5.56to 5.56)x10-3
C1 to C2 2.45-3.58 0.09to 0.08
C3 to C4 2.45-3.58 0.11to 0.13
(6.43to 4.96)x109
(2.02to 1.28)x109
(1.10 to 0.63)x10-4
(3.22 to 3.03)xi0-4
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Table IIIb. Optical Depths, Column Particle Number Loading and Column Particle Mass Loading
in Jupiter Clouds Encountered by the Galileo Mission Probe
(from Tables Ib and IIb).
Case Pressure Optical
Range, bars Depth @ Loading, m -2
_, = 0.904 B
Particle No. Particle Mass
Loading, kg-m -2
Ba 1.00-1.34 1.7 2.98 xl09 1.28 xl0 -2
Bb 1.00-1.34 1.1 1.61 xl011 7.57 xl0 -4
Cloud Region A. Particulate structure encountered in the pressure range of 0.459 bars to 0.525
bars (altitude range from 17.26 to 14.6 km above the one bar level, measurement numbers 6 to 14),
baseline normalized to zero at 0.525 bars.
Cloud Region B. Particulate structure encountered in the pressure range of 1.003 bars to 1.342
bars (altitude range from -0.13 to -7.85 km above the one bar level, measurement numbers 46 to
60), baseline normalized to zero at 1.342 bars.
Cloud Region C. Particulate structure encountered in the pressure range of 2.448 bars to 3.583
bars (altitude range from -26.23 to -39.83 km above the one bar level, measurement numbers 90 to
117), baseline normalized to zero at 3.583 bars.
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